
Week Five Visual Journal Assignment  {free sketchbook we gave you}
Exploring Value:
1. Using a large piece of bristol paper {from your 19” x 24” pad} you will create a single grid of 12 

rectangles. Each rectangle will be 2” x 1.5”. There will not be spaces between each rectangle, just like 
the example below of 12 rectangles. 

2. The first rectangle on your grid will be WHITE from the tube of acrylic paint, evenly applied. 
3. The last rectangle on your grid will be BLACK from the tube of acrylic paint, evenly applied. 
4. You may choose to use pencil to lightly outline the rectangle grid, however the pencil should not be 

visible in your work. Blue tape can also be helpful in this assignment. The outline for each rectangle 
should be it’s value. No sharpie outlines or pencil outlines of rectangles, we are interested in a value 
study based on mixing acrylic paint.  

5. Using your palette knife on wax paper, mix white & black at varying degrees to create a value scale that 
transitions smoothly from tints to shades, as seen below.  

6.  All rectangles should be a single value, with consistently layered paint creating an even & smooth 
surface. 

7. Craft matters always and IN ALL WAYS. This assignment is help you be successful in your Value 
Mapping project, please take the time to create something that you can be proud of. 

8. You will trim the paper once you are complete by creating a 1/2 inch border around your value scale. 
9. Do not write on the front of your value scale, only put your name neatly on the back, with your crew. 
10. You will be keeping this value scale outside of your visual journal, and turn in at the same time as your 

next checkpoint, in a separate stack.

Explore Data Mapping with artist Laurie Frick:
1. VIEW this quick 16 minute video via this link, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDsIWKWTG6A 
2. RESPOND in your visual journal:
-  Explain how Laurie Frick uses data mapping in her work {at least 5-7 thoughtful sentences}
-  Think of some aspect of your life {values, habits, actions, feelings} you would like to track. Explain what 

you are tracking, how you are tracking & why you chose that aspect of your life to track. 
- Fill one entire page in your visual journal with the visual evidence of tracking yourself based on data you 

have gathered. You can use any materials you wish to complete this assignment. Be thoughtful & 
inventive. 

THIS IS NOT DUE NEXT WEEK. You will be given VJ assignments each week. Your second VJ 
checkpoint, will be graded during WEEK EIGHT.

A combination of your four Visual Journal checkpoints & your two Digital Journal checkpoints represent 
20% of your final grade in both surface & space studio. This habit of research & exploration is important 
to your success in WASH, future courses in your major & your future career! 

 “Your job as an artist is to pay attention to yourself” Laurie Frick   
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What is DUE NEXT WEEK* {Read handouts...all DEADLINE information time/date is there}
:: {p2} Cardboard Hybrid FINAL critique at the start of the week. 
- BRING your object with you, you will be turning it into us. 
- Remember to bring your VJ, and be prepared to document your work/critique {photos}
- Be completely done & SHOW UP...no matter what! 
- Think about what you wear & how you will move/gesture. 
- MW crew your critique will be during surface studio & Tony Watkins {graphic design professor} will be 

joining us. We will have be doing space studio in the morning & surface during the afternoon. 
- TR crew your critique will be during your normal space studio time & Tony Shipp {sculpture & 

photography professor} will be joining us. 
- PM crew your critique will be during your normal space studio time & Willie WIlliams {animation 

professor} will be joining us.
:: {p2} Value Mapping progress on your idea, materials gathered & something has begun on your piece, 
based on the designs within your magazine phase one project. BRING all of it with you!!
:: EXAM ONE is on Friday {10.2} study materials based on the review sheet that I emailed everyone on 
Thursday {9.24} STUDY for the exam so you can do well. 
:: There are no outlines or artist presentations due this week, since we have an exam.
:: You were sent information via email about getting advised in the Art department & need to follow those 
instructions. If you do not get advised by a professor in your major area, you run the risk of not being able 
to get into the classes you need to graduate on time!

*DEADLINE UPDATE/ADJUSTMENT* YOUR DIGITAL JOURNAL #1 CHECKPOINT HAS BEEN 
MOVED TO FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9th at 9:30am. You will be given your jump drive next week, which will 
be checked out to you for the semester & then returned to us at the end of the semester. More details will 
be given about how to organize your DJ & how it will be graded. Please make note of this important 
calendar update giving you more time on this, since the arrival of jump drives were delayed. 

Materials needed ASAP? {being prepared = fun}
:: ALL supplies listed on material list & ALL materials needed for Value Mapping project
:: Textbook 
:: Laptop, based on SHSU Art Department Laptop Initiative Policy  

Lost? {we know stuff...ask us!!}
:: Email a process image of your work + we will tell you if you are on the right track
:: Hunt thru our WASH fb page for inspiration {sampling} NOT straight up copying!
:: Contact your table team {stay connected!!!}

 “Your job as an artist is to pay attention to yourself” Laurie Frick   

shsuWASH.com   {all handouts + resources happen here}


